The Moon as a Tiny Bright Disc: Insights From Observations in the Planetarium.
Despite a relatively constant visual angle, the size of the moon appears very variable, mostly depending on elevation and context factors--the so-called moon illusion. As our perceptual experience of the size of the moon is clearly limited to the perceptual sphere of the sky, however, we do not know whether the typical perception of the moon at its zenith reflects a veridical interpretation of its visual angle of only 0.5 degrees. When testing the moon illusion in a large-scale planetarium, we observed two important things: (a) variation in perceptual size was no longer apparent, and (b) the moon looked very much smaller than in any viewing condition in the real sky--even when comparing it at its zenith. A closer inspection of the control console of the planetarium revealed that classic-analog as well as updated-digital planetariums use projections of the moon with strongly increased sizes to compensate for the loss of a natural view of the moon in the artificial dome of the sky.